The Summer of Adventure
Legacy Dance & Gymnastics Summer 2021
Class Pass Pricing
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*24 class pass may be purchased as a family. All
other passes are individual.

New at Legacy this summer:
CLASS PASS CARDS!
Try everything, and enjoy
your vacation!

Age Groups & Available Classes

Wee - ages 1 ½-3 needing parent participation
Wee Gymnastics, they can start CRAM if you think they might do ok without parental help
 Primary (ages 2 ½-4)
Gymnastics (formerly Mini Gym and Mini+***), Primary Ninja, CRAM (Coordination, Rhythm And
Movement), Ballet/Jazz
 Mini (ages 5-7)
Gymnastics (Level A***), Mini Ninja, Ballet, Lyrical, Hip Hop, Jazz, Acro
 Junior (ages 8-11)
Gymnastics (Level A***), Junior Ninja, Ballet, Lyrical, Hip Hop, Jazz, Acro, Lyrical Tech, Tumbling
 Intermediate/Senior (ages 11 & Up)
Gymnastics (Level A***), Junior Ninja (although we will do a separate Ninja class for older Ninjas if
there is enough interest), Ballet, Lyrical, Hip Hop, Jazz, Acro, Lyrical Tech, Tumbling
*** Primary Gymnastics and Level A are entry level gymnastics classes. You must test into Primary +, Level
A+ and Level B.


Class Pass Exclusions







Gymnastics Team is by invitation only.
Dance Team Tryouts are June 3rd. Any dancers are welcome to audition, but if invited to join team, it is a
year long commitment. Inquire for more information.
Cheer Academy will kick off June 1st & 2nd with a Cheer Clinic Workshop. This is open to all girls and boys
interested in Cheer. Cheer Academy itself is a commitment that includes tumbling and a dance class and not
available on the Class Pass. The All Star Cheer Competitive Team will be chosen from the Cheer
Academy. This is a year long commitment. Inquire for more information.
Acro is available on the Class Pass but it is required to take tumbling in connection with it since Acrobatic Arts
is a combination of dance, tumbling and flexibility. So it will be counted as 2 classes on your pass card.
Level B gymnastics will be priced separately, not on the Class Pass, and will include an opportunity to practice
once a week with our Bronze Level Team! This info will go to all current Level Bs.

The Summer of Adventure
Legacy Dance & Gymnastics Summer 2021
HOW DOES IT WORK?
All classes are divided into age groups. You buy a Class Pass Card to use for the summer
and it is good for any of the classes in your age group —dance, gymnastics, ninja, acro… try
any class! Each class is a stand alone (more so with dance than with gymnastics obviously)
so you can switch classes and you won’t miss anything. If there are certain classes you
know you want every week - register to save a spot in it. Then at the beginning of each
week the open spots in all the classes will be released and you can save a spot in the
other classes you would like to take that week. Once you reserve a spot in a class we will
deduct the class from your pass… so make sure you attend the class after you reserve it.
Example: Buy a 12 Class Pass June Week #1 you want to try hip hop, gymnastics and tumbling - great!
Week #2 you want to do gymnastics and lyrical - awesome!
Week #3 you want to give jazz and ninja a try - you got it!
July Week #1 you want to do gymnastics and acro - fabulous!
Week #2 you want to go on vacation - use the class pass when you get back!
Week #3 - you want ballet, gymnastics and hip hop - wonderful, you haven’t missed
anything while you were gone because each class is a stand alone class!
Or maybe you KNOW you want gymnastics every week (3 weeks in June and 3 weeks in
July) so you pick a specific class to reserve a spot and then you want to take an additional
class most of the weeks so you get a 12 Class Pass. 6 will go to gymnastics and then the
remaining 6 can be used on any of the other classes in your age group. Or you can come
to gymnastics 2 or 3 times a week - use it however you would like!
You just want to do your normal gymnastics class each week? Buy a 6 Class Pass Card and
pick your time spot.
Do you have friends that have always talked about trying classes but never gotten around to
it? Now is perfect! They can buy a Class Pass and check things out with no registration
fee for June and July. Just a 3 Class Pass is only $45 with no commitments. So have them
attend a few classes with you! Or they can jump in with both feet and try everything so
they know what they want for Fall classes in August - you can both get a 12 or 24 Class
Pass and do it all!

